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RC1:   

I would like to thank authors to submit this manuscript to the Natural Hazards and 

Earth System Sciences, it could be considered to publish after addressing the following 

comments. 

General comment: 

-The study explores the intriguing subject of "the role of hydrogeology and geology in 

assessing tsunami potential." However, the paper's structure could benefit from 

adjustments regarding the volume and distribution of content across sections. Currently, 

the layout resembles a review paper, but it is not! Five pages dedicated to the 

introduction and literature review: three pages on background information and two 

pages for the introduction within a 13-page paper. If this paper is not intended to be a 

review paper, the authors should combine the introduction and literature review into 

one section with two to three pages. 

Response: Thank you for the helpful feedback. We will happily combine and shorten the 

introduction and background/literature review sections into a single section of 2-3 pages, 

which will improve the readability of the manuscript. 

- Another concern is the frequent referencing of previous studies by the authors or co-

authors, which detracts from the paper's independence. I believe each paper must have 

a certain level of independency; I am not seeing the satisfactory level of this concern in 

this paper. E.G., Physical experiment that were done, why there is not enough details of 

experiments were not stated here!?   

Response: This is very useful guidance. We will revise the manuscript to include more 

details about the experiments while maintaining our intent to give overviews of the 

experiments that will be engaging to those specifically interested in issues related to 

hazard/risk while at the same time providing new insights for all readers of EGUSphere. 

Specifically: we will include more details from the experiments as they are pertinent to 

our discussion points: 1) general overview of experiment setup, including sediment 

mixtures and relevance to natural settings, scale, the number of experiments, slope 

stabilizing forces, and slope destabilizing forces, 2) trends in experiment results with 

sediment mixtures, and 3) trends in experimental results with pore pressures required for 

slope failure initiation.  

Specific comments: 



- ‘’ However, comparison of physical experiments and nature observations identify excess 

pore pressure and clay concentration are important factors in slope failure likelihood 

and tsunamigenic potential.’’ Given the qualitative nature of the content, it is unclear 

why it has been reported statistically. Could you clarify the significance of these statistics 

and their potential relevance to the study? 

Response: Guidance on clarifying communication of our data at this stage is very helpful 

indeed Our thoughts were that the ranges of clay concentrations presented here can 

provide a framework for hazard assessment to compare against, i.e., hazard assessors can 

measure the clay concentration of a submarine slope and compare to our findings, 

providing a first-order estimate of their slope’s likely failure behavior.  

Our intent with our pore pressure findings was to communicate demonstrated 

inaccuracies in slope stability modelling and importantly, over prediction of slope 

stability using a simple numerical model (the Factor of Safety equation).  

We will revise the manuscript to include a table with the overpressures required to induce 

slope failure as a function of clay content as well as the equivalent normalized 

overpressure, which allows scaling the experimentally observed overpressure and 

effective stress conditions at failure to natural systems. We will also include overpressure 

measurements from literature related to natural submarine slope failure, but these are 

limited. We will further communicate how this motivates further measurement of in-situ 

submarine slope pore pressures. 

-The incorporation of laboratory shear strength tests on sediment samples from various 

depths and locations within the study area could provide empirical data to better 

correlate cohesion with the initiation and propagation of submarine landslides. This 

should be considered if it is possible. 

Response: Thank you for the guidance. Indeed, the inclusion of such data would create a 

more robust correlation with cohesion and failure initiation. We understand that the 

manuscript in its current form creates an expectation to be presented with such data. 

However, the intent of this paper is not to present a specific study area, but a general 

physics- and mechanics-based investigation of submarine slope destabilization which can 

be applied globally. Collection of sediment samples and characterization of their 

stability-relevant characteristics (e.g., shear strength, pore pressure, consolidation history, 

etc.) is beyond the scope of this paper, in our opinions. We will revise the manuscript to 

better clarify its global generalized applicability. 

Technical corrections: 

I have noticed some typos, such as the ones below. I recommend reviewing the paper 

more carefully to avoid these errors. 



Response: We will do a careful and thorough copy edit of our manuscript to rectify these 

errors. Thank you for bringing them to our attention. 

‘’Measurement of slope clay concentrations are (is) shown to provide a first-order 

estimation of failure behaviour to be tsunamigenic.’’  

‘’ to investigate the potential presence of rafted blocks, a feature that increases the 

likelihood for (of) failure to be tsunamigenic.’’ 

 


